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            Abstract
When miniaturizing fluidic circuitry, the solid walls of the fluid channels become increasingly important1 because they limit the flow rates achievable for a given pressure drop, and they are prone to fouling2. Approaches for reducing the wall interactions include hydrophobic coatings3, liquid-infused porous surfaces4,5,6, nanoparticle surfactant jamming7, changes to surface electronic structure8, electrowetting9,10, surface tension pinning11,12 and use of atomically flat channels13. A better solution may be to avoid the solid walls altogether. Droplet microfluidics and sheath flow achieve this but require continuous flow of the central liquid and the surrounding liquid1,14. Here we demonstrate an approach in which aqueous liquid channels are surrounded by an immiscible magnetic liquid, both of which are stabilized by a quadrupolar magnetic field. This creates self-healing, non-clogging, anti-fouling and near-frictionless liquid-in-liquid fluidic channels. Manipulation of the field provides flow control, such as valving, splitting, merging and pumping. The latter is achieved by moving permanent magnets that have no physical contact with the liquid channel. We show that this magnetostaltic pumping method can be used to transport whole human blood with very little damage due to shear forces. Haemolysis (rupture of blood cells) is reduced by an order of magnitude compared with traditional peristaltic pumping, in which blood is mechanically squeezed through a plastic tube. Our liquid-in-liquid approach provides new ways to transport delicate liquids, particularly when scaling channels down to the micrometre scale, with no need for high pressures, and could also be used for microfluidic circuitry.
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                    Fig. 1: Wall-less magnetic confinement in a fluidic channel.[image: ]


Fig. 2: Properties and scaling of water antitubes.[image: ]


Fig. 3: Magnetically implemented mixing, valving and pumping.[image: ]


Fig. 4: Blood pumping by a magnetostaltic pump.[image: ]
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                Data availability


Source data for Figs. 2, 3 and 4 (and Extended Data figures containing data graphs) are provided with the paper. Any other data that support the findings of this study are available on the Zenodo data repository, https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3603029



Code availability


The Python code for calculating magnetic fields is available on the Zenodo data repository, https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3603029
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Fig. 1 Adaptability of antitube topologies to arbitrary magnetic fields.
a, b, X-ray transmission images of an antitube of water inside a ferrofluid for cuboid magnets (6 × 6 × 50 mm) with 6-mm gap (a); and matching arc magnets of height 20 mm, 3.5-mm gap, and inner and outer diameter pairs of: ID 25 mm, OD 28.5 mm; and ID 33 mm, OD 36.5 mm (b). c–f, Antitube cross-sections using non-quadrupolar fields: the magnetic field calculation (c) and experimental cross-section (d) for a four-magnet arrangement; and the magnetic field calculation (e) and experimental cross-section (f) for a six-magnet arrangement. Scale bar, 3 mm. See Supplementary Videos 5, 6. g, Side view of a 1-m-long water antitube (d = 2 mm), which allows light to pass throughout, showing the continuous water phase.


Extended Data Fig. 2 Magoil synthesis and optical absorption properties.
a, Magoil synthesis reaction scheme. DMF, dimethylformamide; EtOH, ethanol. b, UV–vis absorption spectrum of Ho3+-based paramagnetic Magoil.

Source Data



Extended Data Fig. 3 Process steps involved in X-ray and optical imaging of antitubes in ferrofluids.
a, b, Typical quadrupole assemblies used for X-ray measurements. c, Inverted transmission X-ray image. d, Transmission averaged along the channel. e, Background-corrected transmission through the water antitube fitted with a Gaussian peak function. f, Optical image of a sub-100-μm water antitube in an EMG900 ferrofluid (double surfactant). g, Intensity profile across the microfluidic channel in the vicinity of the water antitube. The profile is column-averaged along the length of microfluidic channel.

Source Data



Extended Data Fig. 4 Antitube stability and shear resistance under flow.
a, b, The threshold flow rate for antitube diameters (a) and areas (b). c, Relative dilation of an antitube in APG311 ferrofluid with a quadrupolar gap, w, of 10 mm under flow and with the outlet closed. d, Side view through the antitubes under static conditions with no flow (outlet closed) for two magnet gaps at equilibrium (0 bar) and under 0.9-bar pressure. e, Normalized velocity profile inside honey using equations (1) and (2), corresponding to data in Fig. 2d. Inset shows velocity profile in both honey and ferrofluid. f, Concentration of Fe found in water after pumping through three different antitube diameters for three flow rates with and without an extra magnet on the outlet flow. Blank tests for pure water give the grey background threshold detection. Values are averages of six samples, error bars are standard deviations.

Source Data



Extended Data Fig. 5 Flows in antitubes and surrounding ferrofluid using computational fluid dynamics.
a–d, Contour plots from numerical simulations of a honey antitube in EMG900 ferrofluid under a flow rate of 175 μl min−1 for two cases: first, the semi-infinite case with no inlet effects (a, b); second, the finite case including inlet effects with the ferrofluid contours matching those found by experiment (c, d) (compare with Extended Data Fig. 1a). The plots are (a, c) isometric pressure contours for at the outlets; note the different colourmaps for the pressure inside the ferrofluid versus inside the antitube; (b, d) velocity vector field at the outlets. e, f, Geometries used in the derivation of equations (1)–(4). e, Cross-section of liquid tube system considered in derivation of equilibrium diameter equation (3) (see Methods), with four different flow regions consisting of: I, honey; II, a parallel flow of ferrofluid; III, a counterflow of ferrofluid; and IV, a fictitious region to define the radial distance x at which the flow velocity becomes zero. Thus, the slip length for a flow of honey is b = x – R, where tf is the thickness of the ferrofluid, n is the thickness of region with shear flow and R is the radius of the honey tube. f, 2D geometry of four bar magnets in a quadrupolar configuration considered in the derivation of linear and saturation models for the equilibrium tube diameter (see Methods and Supplementary Information). The hatched region denotes the ferrofluid, and the white region in the centre is the contained liquid tube.


Extended Data Fig. 6 Demonstration of photo-polymerization and pumping functionality in antitubes.
a, A scheme of the fluidic chip used for the extrusion of a photopolymer resin and its photopolymerization by 405-nm laser light during extrusion. b, c, Photos of polymerized tubes extruded in (b) an aqueous HoCl3 solution, and (c) an aqueous MnCl2 solution. The diameter of the tubes decreased as the magnet gap decreased, and those photopolymerized in Ho3+ were smaller, as Ho3+ has higher magnetic susceptibility than Mn2+. d, Isometric-view of a six-spoke magnetostaltic pump (see Supplementary Video 11). e, Slow rotation (2 rpm) leads to pulsed flow, whereas fast rotation (14 rpm) produces a smoother flow. f, The average flow rate and standard deviation versus rotation rate ω. g, The magnetic configuration for an antitube (section nearer the viewer) and a pinching region (further section) using magnets (6 × 6 × 50 mm) with a gap of 6 mm. h, Isosurface plot of the calculated magnetic field for g. The weak field region where water can reside is highlighted in white. A water antitube created by the quadrupolar arrangement (left half) is disrupted at the interface between two regions. The field created by the pinching geometry has a field strength of 0.5 T at the centre of magnets (represented by the dark blue colour). i, Top view of the Qpump based on this principle. The orientation of magnetization for the arc segments is radially outward (red) or inward (blue). j, x–y contour plot of the calculated magnetic field along the z-axis centre of the Qpump.

Source Data



Extended Data Fig. 7 Comparison of platelet and whole blood quality in peristaltic and magnetostaltic pumping.
a–c, Representative SEM images of platelets: after peristaltic pumping (a); platelets from control blood (b); and platelets from blood after Qpump pumping (c). No major morphological change due to the activation of platelets was observed for either type of pump (peristaltic or Qpump). d, A picture of the whole blood in a tube after peristaltic pumping (left), control (middle) and Qpump pumping (right).


Extended Data Fig. 8 Process steps for optical imaging of antitubes in Magoil.
a, b, Optical micrographs of a water antitube in Magoil for a gap width w = 220 μm (a) and w = 307 μm (b). c, d, Greyscale, rotated and inverted images for b and a respectively. e, f, Column average profiles of gap for a and b, respectively. g, h, Gaussian function fits to the background subtracted profiles. Note: the 94-μm antitube is thermodynamically stable, as the image was taken during the extrusion of the water antitube, whereas the 30-μm tube is thermodynamically unstable. After injection, water was then extracted, resulting in a thinning of the tube, which at this diameter collapses into droplets in a matter of minutes.

Source Data



Extended Data Table 1 Physical properties of magnetic liquids usedFull size table


Extended Data Table 2 Cell counts of whole bloodFull size table





Supplementary information
Supplementary Information
Additional information is provided in the following sections: I, Langevin and demagnetisation expressions used to correctly determine the magnetic properties of the ferrofluid (M4); II, Remanent magnetisation of permanent magnets for M5; III, 3-D magnetic analytical expressions for M6 IV, Full derivations for equations 1 and 2 (M18); V, Derivation of Equation 3 (M19); VI, Derivation of equation 4 (M20).


Reporting Summary

Video 1
Extrusion and extraction of water into holmium-based Magoil in a quadrupolar field using two in/outlets. The water is dyed with ink to enhance visibility. Bubbles are removed from the top Magoil–air interface manually.


Video 2
Rupture of an anti-tube in Magoil by a plastic stick, which self-heals without any flow from an external pump.


Video 3
Photocrosslinking of photopolymer resin that was extruded into holmium aqueous solution in a quadrupolar arrangement of magnets.


Video 4
Honey flowing from reservoirs under gravity through three different configurations: an antitube, no tube (that is, air only), and a normal tube of the same diameter.


Video 5
Injection of APG311 ferrofluid into a water-containing thin cell surrounded by four 10×10×10 mm3 cube magnets with the field orientation shown in Extended Data Fig. 1d.


Video 6
Injection of APG311 ferrofluid into a water-containing thin cell surrounded by six 10×10×10 mm3 cube magnets with the field orientation shown in Extended Data Fig. 1f.


Video 7
Splitting of water through a free-hanging Y-junction in a ferrofluid. The ferrofluid is held in place by the magnetic field gradient force supplied by the magnets, there is no physical support below it. Water is injected from one input on the left and splits in two on the right.


Video 8
Valving an antitube in ferrofluid using a fifth magnet; upon addition of a magnet the flow stops; upon removal the flow recommences.


Video 9
Animated simulations of 0.15 T isovolume of the magnetic field in a quadrupolar field upon valving with one magnet.


Video 10
Animated simulations of the 0.15 T isovolume of the magnetic field in a quadrupolar field upon valving with two magnets.


Video 11
Non-contact peristaltic pumping using moving valve-points (occlusions) generated by a rotating wheel of valving magnets.


Video 12
The demonstration of pumping water by a Qpump. The outlet was connected to a pressure sensor to measure the pressure generated, showing ~900 mbar of pumping pressure.
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